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Another week has rolled by and it’s hard to believe that tomorrow we will be into November 
already! Last week we managed to progress well inside and outside with the sports court completed, 
the student street 90% completed, the torch on membrane almost completed on the walkway roof, 
the plant platform screening installed, the carpet installed in the library area, the linings completed 
in the prayer room lobbies, the plumbing completed in the café kitchen and the feature wall by the 
café was painted along with the walls in the library area. 

This week we will be continuing with the exterior paving prep on the western and southern 
sides, continue the exterior cladding on the walls, start the prayer room finishing trades, 
complete the services in the ceiling panels of the library and café areas, complete the carpet 
tiles in the library area, complete the ceramic tiles in the main area, start the feature panels 
on the main feature wall, complete the membrane on the eastern walkway, pour some 
more of the western paving concrete, complete the decorative cuts in the eastern outdoor 
area, complete the strip drainage on the western side and start the framing on the eastern 
walkway. 

Next week, we will complete the feature panels by the cafe, complete the library area and 
hand it back over to Wintec for furniture installs, continue the cladding, continue the 
eastern walkway construction and continue pouring concrete to the outside areas.  

Once again this week we will be working in some of the entry and exit door areas so we 
thank you for your patience with this. We are at the stage of the project where we will start 
moving out our site sheds, site fencing and excess equipment.  This will start happening over 
the next week or two which will make the campus loose it’s “construction site” feel. 

As always please feel free to comment on any actions you feel may compromise safety or 
security on site in any way via the Wintec Project Manager, Miko Brouwer 
(miko.brouwer@wintec.ac.nz or 0210526983). 

  Lance Strawbridge (Hawkins Construction Project Manager)      

“Safety is no accident” 
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The carpet going down in the library area. 

 

The plant platform screen looks great  



 

The new student street was poured and looks good, there was 27m3 in this pour. 

 

The sports court is looking great with the lines all cut in! 


